AIA New York 2021 Board Slate for service beginning January 2021

Highlighted information indicates a new role or new individual on the Board

**President:** Kenneth A. Lewis, AIA, Skidmore, Owings and Merrill
**First Vice President/President-Elect:** Andrea Lamberti, AIA, NCARB, Rafael Viñoly Architects
**Vice President for Design Excellence:** Daniel Wood, FAIA, LEED AP, WORK Architecture Company
**Vice President for Professional Development:** David Leven, FAIA, LEVENBETTS

**Vice President for Public Outreach:** Matthew Bremer, AIA, Architecture in Formation
**Secretary:** Scott Briggs, AIA, Lee H. Skolnick Architecture + Design Partnership
**Treasurer:** Katherine Chia, FAIA, Desai Chia Architecture
**Director:** Rocco Giannetti, FAIA, LEED AP ID+C, NCARB, Gensler
**Director:** Hana Kassem, AIA, LEED AP, Kohn Pederson Fox Associates
**Director:** Peter Miller, AIA, Palette Architecture
**Director:** Benjamin Gilmartin, AIA, Diller Scofidio + Renfro
**Director:** Pascale Sablan, AIA, NOMA, LEED AP, S9ARCHITECTURE
**Director:** Gregory Switzer, AIA, NOMA, NCARB, Gregory Switzer Architecture
**Director:** Richard Yancey, FAIA, LEED AP, NCARB, Building Energy Exchange
**Director:** Ayodele Yusuf, Assoc. AIA, Perkins Eastman
**Public Director:** Fiona Cousins, PE, CEng, LEED Fellow, Arup
**Public Director:** Claudia Herasme, NYC Department of City Planning
**Public Director:** Lesley Lokko, Bernard & Anne Spitzer School of Architecture, City College of New York
**Public Director, Oculus Advisor:** Andrea Monfried, Andrea Monfried Editions
**Public Director:** Regina Myer, Downtown Brooklyn Partnership
**Public Director:** Jha D. Williams, MASS
**Student Director:** Angela Lufkin, Yale School of Architecture
**Immediate Past President:** Kim Yao, AIA, Architecture Research Office

AIA New York 2021 Elective Committee Slate
(beginning January 2021 unless otherwise noted)

**Design Awards Committee (term July 2020 thru June 2021)**
Alexandra Barker, FAIA, LEED AP, Barker Freeman Design Office
Mojgan Hariri, AIA, Hariri & Hariri Architecture
Clare Miflin, AIA, ThinkWoven
Erik Verboon, AIA, Walter P Moore

**Fellows Committee**
Ann Marie Baranowski, FAIA, Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects
Lisa Gould, FAIA, Lisa Gould Architect
John Cetra, FAIA, CetraRuddy
Robert Eisenstat, FAIA, Port Authority of New York & New Jersey
Laura Heim, FAIA, Laura Heim Architect
Joann Gonchar, FAIA, *Architectural Record*

As of 5/21/2020
Honors Committee
Andrew Bernheimer, FAIA, Bernheimer Architecture
Richard Dattner, FAIA, Dattner Architects
Alexander Gorlin, FAIA, Alexander Gorlin Architects
Mark Gardner, AIA, Jaklitsch / Gardner Architects
Susan T. Rodriguez, FAIA, Susan T. Rodriguez Architecture • Design
Claire Weisz, FAIA, WXY Architecture + Urban Design

Joint Finance Committee
Glen Erikson, AIA, Time Equities, Inc.
C. Tim Milam, AIA, FXCollaborative
Denise Berger, FAIA, AECOM
Alexander Lamis, FAIA, Robert A.M. Stern Architects
Beverly Prior, FAIA, AECOM
Le Ann Shelton, AIA, Rockwell Group

Oculus Committee:
Eric Bunge, FAIA, nArchitects
James Russell, FAIA
Irina Verona, AIA, Verona Carpenter Architects
Kerry Nolan, AIA, Beyer Blinder Belle Architects
Suchitra M. Reddy, AIA, Reddymade
Wes Walker, AIA, Studio Gang Architects